
Burghalie On the Lookout for Talented
Designers and Models for Fashion Show 

Burghalie, a popular brand famous for carrying out runway

shows, is now on the lookout for some of the most talented

designers and models.

UNITED STATES, December 27, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Burghalie is actively looking for some of the best-talented

designers and models who they could present in their latest

fashion showcase. Their proposed show is likely to take place

in the March of 2022 in Atlanta, Georgia. They are precisely

looking for 14 designers spanning several categories.

Burghalie has been covered by several reputed publications,

including Getty Images, Flying Solo NYC, Fashion Week

Online, and ABC27 News. The brand intends to get even the chosen designers to be a part of this

networking as well.

The chosen designers will have the opportunity to present their designs on the professional
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runway. They will be entitled to several perks as they will

also get several exclusive magazine interviews and features

blog posts as well. The last date to apply for this post is

January 16th, 2022. Burghalie has managed to successfully

present its collection at several hit fashion shows, and

these include the recently concluded New York Fashion

Week 2021.

One of the key spokesmen for the company was quoted as

saying, “This show will be revolutionary for the fashion

scene as a whole. We are searching for the best creatives,

innovative designers, and talented runway models."

Those who work in the field of fashion design and even budding models have every reason to

believe that this could be the big opportunity they have been waiting for and thereby help them

truly make their mark in the world of fashion. By choosing to team up with Burghalie, one is

likely to be able to truly set their career in the right direction. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.burghalieensemble.com/


Those who would like to follow the details of what is Burghalie up to and their latest events in

the world of fashion or their showcase should make it a point to visit

www.burghalieensemble.com

About Burghalie 

Burghalie has been presenting their elite fashion in some of the top runaway shows, and their

collection has been hailed to be one of the very best and very impressive as well. They have been

covered in some of the top magazines too.
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